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1. INTRODUCTION

A. The Issues

We explore in this paper interactions between financial and

capital deepening in the one-sector neoclassical growth model of

Diamond (1965) with heterogeneous producers, idiosyncratic

technological uncertainty and two alternative credit-market

structures: complete financial intermediation, and partial

intermediation. Complete intermediation, made possible by public

information about agent characteristics, exploits fully the law of

large numbers. All investment is financed by bank loans; all

consumption is deterministic; and individual risks do not affect

capital accumulation, which is well described by a scalar dynamical

system.

Partial intermediation appears when individual characteristics

are privately known. We study the implications for growth of

Rothschild-Stiglitz separating equilibria induced by credit

rationing. These equilibria require consumers and producers to

bear part of their individual risk. Capital accumulation then

generally satisfies a planar dynamical system with two state

variables: the capital stocks of rationed and unrationed producers.

Comparing equilibria under the two structures will permit us to

explore how private information complexifies the dynamical behavior

of neoclassical growth models and gauge the effect of credit

rationing on the economywide capital-labor ratio in the steady

state. In addition, the credit rationing induced by private

information has implications for the distribution of income, which
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we investigate.

Neoclassical growth models have become increasingly useful

tools with which colleagues investigate traditional macroeconomic

issues at business cycle and lifecycle frequencies. Wouldn't it be

nice to know how robust the properties of those growth models are

to the assumption that factors of production are hired in perfect

markets? In particular, does the introduction of private

information about the personal characteristics of borrowers

influence the existence, number and asymptotic stability of steady

states?

The questions posed in the previous paragraph are not merely

pedagogical: they are directed at long-standing issues in economic

theory and in growth accounting. At the most theoretical level we

wish to know whether adverse selection in credit markets

contributes to economic volatility: Does it strengthen an economy's

tendency towards multiple steady states or its propensity to cycle?

At the most applied level, we need to specify for empirical work

what measures of credit market "thickness", if any, belong on the

right-hand side of growth regressions. Is there a connection

between economic growth and measures of financial market "depth"?

We are directed to the first of these questions by work on the

excess volatility of consumption (Hayashi (1985), Zeldes (1989)],

on borrowing constraints in dynamical general equilibrium [Bewley

(1986), Woodford (1988)), on atemporal general equilibrium with

incomplete markets [Geanakoplos and Mas-Colell (1989)], and on

financial fragility [Bernanke and Gertler (1989)].	 All four
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literatures study situations in which economic agents are no longer

bound by a single budget constraint, as they would be if markets

were complete or perfect. Individuals face instead a sequence of

dated, state-contingent or idiosyncratic constraints whose

consequence is some form of economic volatility. That volatility

appears as unusual sensitivity of consumption to current household

income, of corporate investment to retained earnings, or else as an

unusually large number of locally non-unique general equilibria,

including periodic equilibria. We propose to study adverse

selection because it furnishes one convenient reason why some

markets are imperfectly developed or missing altogether.

The second, more applied, question is one of long standing in

economic development, dating back to research on financial

deepening by Gurley and Shaw (1967) who investigated the tendency

of the financial sector to expand relative to the economy as a

whole along most observed growth paths.

By "financial deepening" we generally mean the evolution of

credit markets toward the ideal mode of operation assumed in the

theory of competitive general equilibrium: borrowers and lenders of

the same risk type face the same interest rate, and everyone may

borrow up to the present value of his lifetime income.

Judging how close actual credit markets come to being perfect

is not a trivial matter: one may use various yardsticks to measure

the efficiency of financial intermediaries, e.g., their aggregate

size, the gap between the yield on low-risk bank loans and bank

deposits, the incidence of credit rationing, etc.' For the time
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being we take the view that economic growth and financial depth are

in part joint consequences of secular reductions in informational

frictions that allow creditors to process more cheaply signals

correlated with the personal attributes of borrowers. Institutions

like credit bureaus, instalment plans and mortgages develop which

facilitate the hiring of capital at some cost and, in turn,

stimulate growth; see Greenwood and Jovanovic (1990) for related

work along this line.

B. Intermediation and Growth

What are banks supposed to do in a growing economy? What

service is performed by intermediaries that makes the credit market

so important to economic development? The very term "intermediary"

means a go-between, in this case one that links ultimate borrowers

with ultimate lenders and helps smooth lifecycle consumption. If

this link were broken, producers would be unable to go into debt

and all investment would have to be financed by retained earnings

and other internal sources of funding.

Another important function of banks, pointed out by Tobin

(1963), is to spread the risk of individual investment projects

over a large and diverse asset portfolio, much as insurance

companies spread the risks of individual accidents over a large

number of policy holders. Each loan finances an investment project

that will go bankrupt with some probability and force the

intermediary to take a loss of interest or even of the principal

amount originally lent out. Intermediaries allow for these losses
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by adjusting their loan rates to reflect the risk of bankruptcy,

exactly as insurance companies adjust the premia of their auto

insurance policies for risks of fire, collision and other

accidents.

If the risks of bankruptcy for individual projects are

independent, an intermediary that finances many relatively small

projects (i.e., one that does not tie up a significant fraction of

its loans with any single borrower) is assured by the law of large

numbers that the actual rate of return on its loan portfolio will

be very close to the rate the bank expected to earn before it

learned the outcome of the investment projects it is funding. That

means well-diversified loan portfolios will earn normal rates of

return.

Economies with highly developed credit markets enable

financial intermediaries to hold loan portfolios that are free from

idiosyncratic risks specific to individual borrowers. These banks

are able, in turn, to offer their depositors private insurance in

the form of contracts that guarantee the yield on deposits. Such

guarantees are not possible in economies with imperfect credit

markets; in these, borrowers must finance some fraction of their

investment costs out of their own equity income, from retained

earnings or current cash flow, and are thereby obliged to bear some

or all of their individual investment risks.

To grasp what smoothly operating financial markets mean for

economic development, we shall compare the operating properties of

two benchmark economies: a fairly standard one-sector overlapping
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generations economy of heterogeneous producers with a perfect

credit market; and an economy in which lenders ration credit to

induce self-selection among privately informed borrowers.

Heterogeneity is essential to this comparison: any lack of

financial intermediation is unlikely to affect a representative-

agent economy in which the typical individual saves in youth

exactly as much as he will need to borrow in old age.

What general equilibrium implications should one expect from

adverse selection? Azariadis and Smith (1991) explored this issue

in a pure-exchange economy of overlapping generations, and report

three main results. Given certain technical conditions (including

normality and gross substitutability in consumption), adverse

selection produces lower yields on inside money than does complete

information; it biases outside money equilibria away from

negatively valued national debt towards positively valued debt; and

it does not necessarily injure the welfare of borrowers, even if

they are rationed, for it is likely to lower loan rates compared to

full information. The intuitive explanation for these results in

that credit rationing discourages borrowers at every interest rate

and converts "classical" economies, in the sense of Gale (1973), to

"Samuelson" ones. If this bias becomes sufficiently large, adverse

selection may monetize economies that would have no role for fiat

money under full information.

In a production economy, of course, adverse selection will

influence factor incomes as well as exchange prices. This

observation has several implications. First, in the absence of
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national debt, steady state equilibrium interest rates must be

lower under private than under full information. [Recall that

Azariadis-Smith (1991) produces an analogous result for exchange

economies.] Under the same conditions, private information may

support either a smaller or a larger steady-state economywide

capital stock per worker than would arise under full information.

Interestingly, then, credit rationing need not reduce long-run

capital accumulation. Furthermore, under full information our

economy must have agents whose endowments are ex ante equivalent

earning identical incomes. Under private information, a non-

trivial distribution of income will emerge. We also consider the

same issues in the presence of national debt. When national debt

is non-zero, credit rationing must reduce capital formation in the

steady state. However, credit rationing will continue to result in

an unequal distribution of income.

These and other possibilities are explored in the remainder of

this paper which is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces

notation and reviews dynamical equilibria under public information

in the one-sector growth model with heterogeneous producers.

Section 3 brings in private information, discusses financial

contracts and proves the existence of proper separating equilibria.

General equilibrium takes up section 4 which discusses how credit

rationing causes qualitative changes in the dynamical behavior of

a growing economy, especially in the number of stable steady states

and the speed of convergence to them. These changes are explored

further in section . 5 with the help of several illustrative
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examples. Section 6 sums up our findings.

2. PUBLIC INFORMATION

This section describes a simple generalization of Diamond's

(1965) one-sector overlapping-generations model of capital

accumulation. Our aim here is to set up a benchmark by adding

heterogeneous producers to an otherwise well-known dynamical

economy, and look at its full-information equilibrium. Readers who

are familiar with this sort of exercise may wish to skim the basic

equations and move on to sections 3 and 4.

We consider an infinite horizon economy, with discrete time

indexed by t = 0,1,... . The economy consists of an infinite

sequence of three-period-lived overlapping cohorts. Each

generation is identical in size and composition, containing a

continuum of agents with unit mass.

There are two factors of production, labor and capital, used

to produce a single, non-storable consumption good. Young agents

are endowed with neither labor, capital, nor the consumption good.

Middle-aged agents are endowed with one unit of labor which they

supply inelastically to producers and nothing else. 2 Old agents

have no endowment of labor, capital, or the consumption good.

Finally, we assume that labor is a non-traded factor of production,

so that each middle-aged agent is self-employed. The reasons for

this assumption are discussed in section 3.

Middle-aged agents own a technology that converts labor and

capital into the consumption good. 	 Capital is essential to
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production, and it must be put in place one period in advance of

production. Thus, a young individual must borrow whatever capital

is to be employed in middle age. Capital depreciates fully after

use.

In particular, we assume that each young agent borrows from an

intermediary. A loan contract obtained at t-1 specifies a loan

quantity, D t , and a gross loan rate, R t . Young agents then choose

an investment level, k tE[O,Dt), which is unobservable by the

intermediary. Any uninvested portion of the loan, Dt-k.t , can be

anonymously re-deposited at another intermediary. Deposits earn

the sure gross deposit rate r t between t-1 and t.

Young individuals come in two types indexed by iE(H,L). A

young person of type i, who invests k t units in capital at t-1, has

a random output of Qt at t. Qt has the probability distribution

1

 f (kt ) /pi with probability Pi

0	 with probability 1-pi

where f(k) = F(k,l) is an intensive production function' derived

from the neoclassical production function F: CAL. We assume, as

usual, 4 that f is twice continuously differentiable, increasing,

concave and such that f(0)=0. Finally, we suppose that 1>pt>p1 , so

that type-H agents have a high probability of failure. The

fraction of young agents who are of type H is 1E(0,1).

Loans are repaid only in the observable event of positive

production. If, on the other hand, output is zero, producers are

(1)
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in a state of bankruptcy: their entire capital is foregone without

any damage to them; the loss is borne by financial intermediaries

which process reliable advance information as to the type of each

borrower. Let yt denote the income at t of any agent who agreed to

the loan contract (Dt ,Rt) at t-1, invested kte[O,Dt j, and was a

successful producer at t. Then

17C 	 f ( kt.)/Pi -	 rt(Dt-kt)	 °	 (2)

Similarly, if it denotes the income of an otherwise identical

agent who was not a successful producer at t, then

Cri = rt( Dt-kt)	 (3)

To simplify the exposition at little cost in generality, we

suppose that agents care only about old age consumption, denoted c.

Let u:R,-R be the common utility function of all individuals, and

assume that u is thrice continuously differentiable, increasing and

concave. Given this pattern of individual consumption, all middle-

aged income is re-deposited with intermediaries at t, earning the

gross deposit yield rt+1 between t and t+1. A young agent at t-1

who obtains the loan contract (Dt ,Rt), and invests kt achieves an

expected utility level of piu(rtnyt) + (1-pi )u(rtnit). There will be

no loss of generality in regarding . all savings as intermediary

deposits.

We will consider the behavior of this economy with and without
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valued national debt. Let z t denote the outstanding quantity of

national debt at t. This debt is default-free, and hence pays the

sure gross return r t between t-1 and t.

A. Credit and Investment

A key component of the model is the relationship between

investment and loan contracts. We describe here the optimal choice

of ktE(0,Dt ] for a type i agent who has obtained an arbitrary loan

contract (Dt,Rt).

For a given loan contract, a type i agent chooses ktE[0,Dt]

to maximize p iu(rtny0+(1-pi )u(rtnirt), subject to (2) and (3).

Assuming an interior solution, the optimal choice of k t satisfies

the first order condition

(kt) -Pirt] us (rt+LYb = ( l-Pi) rtut ( rtnii) 	 (4)

Then equations (2)-(4) give kt as a function of (Dt ,Rt ,rt ,rt, i ), and

the parameter pi which represents the agent type. In other words,

there is a function 0 such that

kc = Opt fRt., rt , rtn; pi)	 (5)

It is straightforward to check that the partial derivatives of 0

have the following properties: 0 i>0. if Rtnst (which will hold in
equilibrium); 02>0; 43>0 if lqkYt; and 03 is of ambiguous sign. In

addition, 0 i< 1 if C(k) �pilk (which again will hold in equilibrium).
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Finally, the ratio 414/. 1 plays an important role in subsequent

analysis. Define p(c) s - cu"(c)/u1(c) to be the coefficient of

relative risk aversion. Then it is easy to show that

.4 _	 (p(rt.it)	 P(xtnYC))/(Itmtn)
Ep (r t.,,t ) A'4. 1 + (1-P i/Pi ) (I) (rt.iyh

Thus .4 has the same sign as p(rtnib - p ( rtnYb• Finally observe

that f' (k) z rt iff	 yr.

It will also be useful to have some notation for the maximized

value of utility, given D t ,Rt ,rt , and rtA. 1 . Hence we define the

indirect expected utility function

V (Dt, Rt, rt, rtn ; Pi) E 	 max	 {piu(rtn [f (kt ) /PiktG(0,Dt] 	 -

ROD t + r t (D t -k t ))) + (1-p i )u{r t „.1 rt(Dt-kt)}}

V describes expected utility as a function of the loan contract and

of the interest-rate sequence observed during an agent's lifetime.

B. Financial Intermediaries

The second integral component of our analysis is the behavior

of intermediaries. On the deposit side we assume that

intermediaries are competitive, acting as if they can obtain any

desired quantity of deposits at the competitive gross deposit rate

rt . On the loan side we assume that intermediaries are Nash

competitors who announce loan contract terms (CFO to agents of

type i, taking the announcements of other intermediaries as given.

We assume that there is free entry into the activity of

(6)

(7)
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intermediation and no cost in converting deposits into loans.

Borrowers simply accept their most preferred loan terms from among

the set of offered contracts. We will show how these assumptions

reproduce Walrasian outcomes under full information.

The assumption of free entry implies that, in equilibrium,

intermediary profits must be zero, so that

14. = rt/pt for i = H, L.	 (8)

In addition, competition among intermediaries for borrowers implies

that equilibrium loan contracts maximize the indirect expected

utility function V(Dt,R" ,rti rtn,p t) subject to (8). In other words,

Dc = argmax v (D, rips. r t . r tfl ; Pi)
DzO

At any interior maximum, then

Vi( Dtrr tiPirrt,rti-OP i ) = 0

From the definition of V, equation (10) is easily shown to be

equivalent to

f' (4 (Dt rt/Pt, rt , rt+1 ; Pt) = Piro = rt .	 (10')

Thus all agents invest to the point' where the expected marginal

product of capital equals the implicit rental rate, that is, the
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gross deposit rate. Moreover, from equations (4) and (10'), we

have

yt =	 for i = H,L.	 (11)

Thus all consumers obtain complete insurance against the

idiosyncratic risks they face.

Using equations (2), (3) and (11), we see easily that

Dt. = f (kt) /rt = f (kt ) -rtkt } /rt+kt	 f (kt ) -ktf' (kt) Urt+kt,	 (12)

Equivalently, we define w(k) s f(k) - kf'(k) and obtain instead

Di = kt + w (kt)/rt- (12')

Furthermore, 14, = kt w(kt) for each i. Thus, middle-aged agents

receive income equal to the marginal product of labor. Each young

agent borrows enough to guarantee an income of w(k t) in middle age,

independently of how successful his investment project is, plus

enough to finance a capital investment kt such that r t=f 1 (kt).

C. The Geometry of Loan Contracts

To facilitate future discussion we need a diagram showing how

Nash equilibrium contracts are determined. In figure 1, then, the

loci RI = rt/pi represent the zero profit contracts for type i

agents. In addition, the preferences of type i agents with respect

to loan contracts can be represented by indifference maps. An

indifference curve of a type i agent ,in figure 1, for given values

rt and r t.„1 , is a locus of the form V(D,R,r t ,r t+opt ) = 0, where P is

a parameter. Then the slope of a type i agent indifference curve
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(13)

through any contract (D,R) is given by

OR\	 Vt(D,R,rt,it&pi) 

di) ic/Vi sO

	

	 V2 (MR / rtfrt42;P2)

f'IS(D,R,rt,rt.t;p0] 	 R
pin

Thus an indifference curve has the shape shown in figure 1, with a

peak at f'[.( m )) =

In equilibrium (Dt,Rt) maximizes V(D,R,r t ,rti.,:p t ) subject to pint

rt . In other words, equilibrium contracts occur at points of

tangency between type-i agent indifference curves and the

corresponding zero profit locus (points H and L in figure 1).

It will be useful for future reference to know something about

the relative slopes of the type H and type-L agent indifference

curves through any (D,R) pair. We now state

Lemma 1. f' (4)(D,R,rtirtna,i)]/Pi is a decreasing function of pi.

This Lemma is proved in the appendix. From (13), and Lemma 1

it follows that, at any (D,R) pair, type-H agents' indifference

curves have an algebraically larger slope than do those of type-L

agents.

D. General Equilibrium without National Debt

Dynamical equilibria are situations in which net borrowing by

young individuals equals net saving by middle-aged ones. Each

young borrower receives a loan kt + w(kt)/rt , and re-deposits
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w(kt )/rt . Thus net borrowing in period t by each young consumer is

kt . Similarly, each middle-aged agent has an income w(k t_ l ) in

period t, all of which is saved. Thus, the equality of savings to

net borrowing requires for each t � 15

= w (kt.)•	 (14)

Equation (14) is exactly the equilibrium condition that

emerges from Diamond's OLG growth model when there is no national

debt, and the savings rate is one. Under full information, our

model reduces to Diamond's if agents care only about old age

consumption. It bears emphasizing that the provision of complete

insurance against individual risk prevents the equilibrium law of

motion from depending on individual characteristics such as x,N,

or A. at any date other than the initial one. Solutions to

equation (14) are independent of personal attributes because the

law of large numbers operates perfectly under public information;

it neutralizes the higher moments of all idiosyncratic random

variables and permits investment projects to be evaluated by their

expected yield alone. This will change under private information.

Moreover, all agents have identical incomes for any txl. This,

too, will change under private information.

Given some fairly mild conditions% equation (14) has at least

two steady-state equilibria, a trivial one with kt = 0 Vt, and a

positive one with le = w0') Vt. The positive steady state will be

asymptotically stable, and the equilibrium sequence (k t ) will be
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either monotonically increasing or decreasing. These properties

are illustrated in figure 2. We assume henceforth that (14) has at

least one positive stationary solution, as in figure 2.

E. General Equilibrium with National Debt

National debt is a bubble in OLG models. When government

expenditures are zero, national debt expands at the interest rate,

i.e.,

zt+ii z t t z 1	 (15)rtn,

In addition, net saving must equal net borrowing by young agents

plus the value of outstanding national debt. The market-clearing

condition is replaced with

kt+i = w(kt) - z t ,	 t z 1	 (16)

Equations (15), (16), and rt = r(kt) are the equilibrium conditions

for this economy. All these conditions are independent of 1.413,

and PL ; the income distribution in this economy is a trivial one.

There are now generally three steady-state equilibria under

our assumptions: the two inside-money equilibria discussed

previously with z t=0, plus a third one, our outside-money

equilibrium, with zee () and r(kt)=1 , for all t. The asymptotic

stability properties of these equilibria depend on whether ke , the

positive stationary solution to (14), is above or below the golden
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rule.'

3. PRIVATE INFORMATION: LOAN CONTRACTS

We assume from now on that the type of each agent is private

information. Given rt and rt4. 1 , Nash equilibrium contract

announcements by financial intermediaries must necessarily be

incentive compatible.	 Thus, for i = H,L, equilibrium loan

contracts (IX,K) satisfy the self-selection constraints

v(DitI,K,rt ,rt+lipli) 2 V(DIt',Rt,rt ,rtilipa)	 (17)

V(Dit',It4at,rt.+1;PL) 2 v(DiltRliirtirt+1;131.)
	

(18)

for each t. Following Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) and Wilson

(1977), we assume that each contract offered must earn non-negative

expected profits, so that

RI 2 rJp1 V(i,t)	 (19)

For a contract that pools agents in their population proportions,

the loan rate must satisfy8

Rt 2 rt/(Äpii + ( 1 -A)P1.]	 (20)

Observe that the equilibrium loan contracts of section 2

violate equation (17) .. This follows from the fact that, under full
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information, El = DL, Ra > Rt, and that indirect expected utility is

a decreasing function of the loan rate. We now turn our attention

to characterizing Nash equilibrium loan contracts under private

information.

In order to do so, we note first that Lemma 1 and equation

(13) imply a standard "single crossing" property for the

indifference curves of type H and L agents. In particular, at any

point (D,R) in figure 1, the indifference curve of a type-H agent

has an algebraically larger slope than the indifference curve of a

type-L agent through the same point. Then arguments identical to

those given by Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) establish that any

Nash equilibrium contract announcements induce self-selection.

Free entry into the intermediary sector implies, in turn that

equilibrium loan rates satisfy (19) with equality. Finally,

competition among intermediaries for borrowers ensues that

equilibrium contracts for type i agents must be maximal for them

among the set of contracts that (a) earn non-negative profits for

banks, and (b) and are incentive compatible in the presence of

other announced contracts.

Now is a good time to explain why we assumed that labor is not

a traded input. If it were traded and production occurred under

constraint returns to scale, as one ordinarily assumes in growth

theory, proper separating equilibria would not exist at all. The

size of each firm would be indeterminate if profit per unit input

is zero. On the other hand, if profit per unit input is positive,

then the loan demand by constant-returns producers is likely to be
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infinite: a bank loan yields positive profits when the borrower is

solvent and zero profits (no cost, no revenue) when the borrower is

bankrupt. In the absence of bankruptcy costs and similar non-

convexities, the use of credit rationing against low-risk borrowers

will induce self-selection but equilibrium is not well defined; any

pair of separating contracts can be pareto-dominated by another

pair that charges the same loan rate and extends more credit to

producers. That is why we need to regard all work as firm specific

or entrepreneurial.

Based on these observations we conjecture, and then verify,

that any Nash equilibrium in pure strategies specifies 0:1,* in
the same way as under full information. Thus Ra = rt/pa and

= argmax v (D, r thatvr t ,	 ; pH)
D� O

for each t. Arguments identical to those in section 2 then

establish that type-H agents choose a capital stock kt so that

f i (kt) = rt, and hence

Dll = w (kt ) /rt	 kt 	 (21)

This contract provides type-H agents with complete insurance, so

that the expected utility they obtain under it is given by

u[rt+ 1 w ( kt) ] •
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The equilibrium contract for type-L agents must be maximal for

them among the set of contracts that earn non-negative profits when

taken by type L agents, and are incentive compatible in the

presence of the contract (D/t1 ,K). As figure 1 shows, this contract

is defined by the point labelled L 1 , where the type-H indifference

curve through (Ltrt/Pa) intersects the type-L agent's zero profit

locus. Thus Dlt is the (smallest) solution to

V ( Dt, rt/PLI rtirtti;Pe) = u[rt+ i w (kt)]	 (22)

We denote the solution to equation (22) by

Di = d[w(kt),rt,rt+1].

Properties of the function d are investigated below. For future

reference we note that (Dtirt/PL) lies on the upward sloping portion

of a type-L agent indifference curve. Therefore

vi a4',r t/IDL , r t . r t ., i ;pL )	 (rtnyb [f' (4) ( • ;Pt ) ) -IDLR 41>o, (23)

which implies

f' [O(' ;PO] > rt	 (24)

The contracts just derived constitute a Nash equilibrium if
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they are incentive compatible, and if no intermediary can

profitably offer any other contracts in their presence. Incentive

compatibility follows from the construction of the contracts and

the single crossing property for preferences; in particular, it is

apparent from figure 1 that type L agents prefer (D its ,rt/pt) to

( dti , rt/Pri) • We now investigate the incentives to offer other loan

contracts.

A. Existence of a Nash Equilibrium in Pure Strategies

Given the contract (Dli ,rt,pa), no intermediary can find an

alternative contract that attracts type-H agents alone and earns a

non-negative expected profit. Similarly, given the contract

( 131, rt/PL)/ no intermediary can offer a contract that attracts type-

L agents only, and earns a non-negative profit. Thus, if any

intermediary offers an alternative contract, that contract must

attract all agents in their population proportions. For such a

contract to earn zero profit or better, the contract must charge a

loan rate that satisfies (20). The contract must offer a loan

quantity D and an interest rate R that L-type agents prefer to

(Ii,rt/pL). Thus

V (D,R, rt rt+OPL) > v ( Dt, rah, rt ,rt+OPL )
	

(25)

Then a Nash equilibrium in pure strategies fails to exist iff there

exists a pair (D,R) satisfying (20) and (25).

Such a (D,R) pair cannot exist iff



max V[D,I t /(LpH+(1-1)PL) ittirt.“PtiD� O

5 V(Dt!",Xt/PL,Itgrtn:Pt)

From figure 1 (and in particular, from the single crossing property

for preference maps) it is apparent that (26) holds for 1=1, and

hence by continuity, for any A sufficiently close to one. As in

Rothschild-Stiglitz (1976), Nash equilibrium loan contracts in pure

strategies exist if A is large enough.9

We restrict our attention to situations that satisfy equation

(26).

B. Equilibrium Loan Quantities

Equation (22) gives the equilibrium loan quantity

Dt = cl[w(kt ),rti rtit ]. Observing that r t = r(kt) holds for all t, we

may write

Dr = d[w(kt ),t (kt.) • f' (kt+1) ] 6 g (ktnikt) •	 (27)

The properties of the function g play an important role in

subsequent analysis. We summarize these in

Lemma 2: The function g: W4-14 is decreasing in its second

argument. It is increasing (decreasing) in its first argument

if relative risk-aversion is decreasing (increasing).

23

(26)
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Lemma 2 is proved in the appendix. Nash equilibrium loan contracts

are completely described by equations (21), (27), and (19) taken as

an equality.

It is worth noting that type-H and type-L agents who invest

the same amount in capital will have identical expected returns on

their investments. However, type-H investors will have a higher

probability of loan default, and in this sense, constitute lower

quality borrowers. It may appear somewhat odd to ration the higher

quality type-L borrowers group, so we offer two additional

comments. First our result is similar to automobile insurance

contracts that require self-declared "safe" drivers to choose a

policy with a large deductible and, thus, to bear some accident

risk. Second, development economists commonly assert (see, e.g.,

McKinnon(1973), p. 8) that many "low quality" projects are fully

funded while "higher quality" projects are not because of

rationing. Our result provides some explanation why this outcome

is observed.

4. DYNAMICAL EQUILIBRIA WITH CREDIT RATIONING

A. Inside-Money Dynamics

Denote by

kt a C OLA, rilik,rt,rt+OPO
	

(28)

the optimal capital investment at t-1 by a young type-L agent

having the loan contract (Dbript). Then kL is also net borrowing
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by that agent. Similarly, net borrowing by a young type-H person

at t-1 is kt = (f1)-1(re). Net saving by middle-aged type-H

individuals at t is then w(kt), while net saving by a successful

(unsuccessful) middle-aged L-type producers is yt(yt), where

Yt	 f(kLe)/PL	 (relhe)/PL + 91e•
	 (29)

gle: -5 re (Du.	 ktt)
	 (30)

Dynamical equilibria require net borrowing by young agents to equal

net saving by middle-aged agents at each t, that is,

+ (1-1)4+1 = Aw(kt ) + (1-1) [Pat + (1-P0910-
	 (31)

From (29, (30) and kt = f' (re), one obtains

Pat + ( 1 -1k) 91' = f (kt)	 rekli	 f(kt) - kit ()cc.)
	

(32)

Substituting (32) into (31) yields

Ake.+1 + ( 1-1 )4+1	 Aw (ke) + (1-A ) M kt) -	 Oct)
	

(33)

Furthermore, from equations (27) and (28), we obtain

kt = 4) [ g ( kt+1 I kt) I ft ( kt)/PLI	 (ke) f' (ken) ;Pil •
	 (34)
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Equations (33) and (34), which hold for each t � 1, are the

equilibrium conditions for this economy.

The properties of dynamical equilibria depend heavily on the

partial derivative term

akin
	 [gt+ (434 /01 ) f" (kt+1 ) 1

Since M/ > 0, aletjaktn has the same sign as g 1 + (04/41)f"(kv,1). If

this term is zero, ki depends only on kt in (34); then (33) and (34)

constitute a first-order dynamical system. If 41+(.4/01)f" does not

vanish, then equation (34) can be implicitly solved for ktfl to

obtain

kt+1 =	 (kt. s kit')	 (35)

The pair of equations (33) and (35) are a second-order dynamical 

system.

It is therefore of interest to understand the conditions under

which g 1+(4 4/40f" vanishes. From equation (6) and Lemma 2,

gi+( 1)4/40 f" = 0 if p(c) is a constant function. In this event, the

economy displays first-order dynamics. However when p(c) is not

constant, go- (4)4/4)0 f" is quite difficult to sign. Below we present

examples in which that expression may be of either sign when

evaluated at a non-trivial steady state and, hence, equations (33)

and (35) constitute a second-order non-linear dynamical system.

If 1 is sufficiently near one, the existence of a non-trivial
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steady state equilibrium under full information guarantees the

existence of a non-trivial steady state equilibrium under private

information. it is quite difficult to characterize analytically

even the local dynamics of (33) and (35) in the neighborhood of a

steady state. However, we have computed a number of numerical

examples (see subsection E below). In each of them the non-trivial

steady state equilibrium is a saddlepoint.

It appears that the presence of private information

substantially complicates the dynamic behavior of this economy. We

next turn our attention to stationary solutions of (33) and (35)

under private information.

B. Stationary States

Steady state equilibria are pairs (k,kt) that satisfy

lic+(1-A)Ict, = Aw ( ic ) + ( l-x )I f ( kL)-ictr ( i)]	 (36)

(37)

Throughout we focus on non-trivial solutions (k,kd > 0 to these

equations. Note immediately that

Proposition 1: k > k* > IL.

Proposition 1 is proved in the appendix. It asserts that, at a

non-trivial steady state, type-H agents invest more under private
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information than they do under full information, while type-L

agents invest less. An interesting question concerns the

relationship between average per capita capital stocks under full

versus private information. Below we present examples where

Ak+(1-X)ki, k k". Thus credit rationing does not necessarily lower

the steady state capital-labor ratio when national debt is zero.

However, since k>k" and r=f 1 (k), credit rationing does reduce real

interest rates in the absence of national debt. This result is in

accordance with standard assertions in the literature on financial

markets and development [see, e.g., McKinnon (1973) and Shaw

(1973)], and parallels similar results for pure exchange economies

[Azariadis and Smith (1991)].

C. Income Distribution

Under full information, all middle-age individuals have income

w(kt) at time t. In a private information equilibrium, middle-age

agents continue to receive real income w(k) if they choose a

capital stock of kt . The expected income of a middle-aged type L

agent at t is given by equation (32). Since kt < k t holds, the

income of these agents is f(kt)-ktf' (k t) < w(kt), falling short of

what H-type individuals earn from production.

In fact, at each date there will be a three-point income

distribution under private information: all type-H agents will have

income w(kt), successful type-L producers have income yt, and

unsuccessful type-L producers will earn kt. We demonstrate by

example below that, at a steady state equilibrium, either y r' > w(k)
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> 9i or w(k) > yL > yL may hold. Thus credit rationing gives rise

to a non-trivial distribution of income. Who will be at the top of

the income distribution is generally ambiguous.

We also make one additional point. It is often asserted [see,

for instance, Kuznets (1966)] that income inequality is greatest in

wealthier economies. In section 5 we present an example where,

depending on initial conditions, an economy will either have kt

converging to zero or else to k > 0. Economies with kt-O will

achieve asymptotic income equality while economies with k t-k will

experience permanent income inequality. These equilibria seem to

agree with observed relations between income levels and income

inequality.

D. Welfare Considerations

One generally expects adverse welfare consequences from credit

rationing and similar incentive constraints. But who bears these

consequences? In partial equilibrium, all welfare losses fall on

those experiencing binding constraints 9 . Agents whose presence

creates an adverse selection problem, (e.g., our type-H borrowers)

would neither gain nor lose as a result of the adverse selection

problem.

This is not the case, in general equilibrium: type-H agents

may either gain or lose as a result of adverse selection. To see

this, note that the utility of a type-H agent in a steady state

equilibrium is u(f1(k)w(k)]. These agents are better (worse) off

under private than under full information if, and only if
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ft (k)w(k) > (<) f(ke ) w (k* )	 (38)

assuming that the steady state is positive.

The function I(k) = r(k)w(k) is easily seen to be increasing

in k if

f(k)-2kf' (k) s 0 	 (39)

If (39) holds as a strict inequality for all k z le then

u[f' (i)w(i)] > u[r(e)w(k")), and type-H borrowers benefit in the

steady state from the presence of adverse selection. If (39) fails

for all k z k", then H-types are injured by adverse selection.

Since the inequality sign in (39) can easily go either way, type-H

agents may either benefit or lose from private information. 10 If

they lose, then type-H agents are injured by the option of

misrepresenting their type.

Unless type-H producers benefit from private information,

type-L agents are hurt by it. This follows from the observation

that, at a steady state equilibrium, expected consumption of type-L

agents under private information is f' (k)(f(kL)-

kLf(k))<f(k)w(k)sI(k"), whereas under full information, their sure

consumption is I(k"). In this event, type-L agents derive lower

expected consumption and experience greater risk with private

information than they do with public information.
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E. Some Examples

We illustrate the main points of this section in a series of

numerical examples which demonstrate that: (i) under private

information, equations (33) and (35) describe a second-order

nonlinear dynamical system if relative risk aversion is not

constant; (ii) the sign of gi+f" (• )4)4/.1 may be either positive or

negative; (iii) the average per capita capital stock in the steady

state may be higher under private than under public information in

steady state; and (iv) at the steady state equilibrium, income

distribution may assign the top income level to either rationed or

unrationed producers. Finally we note that, for each example

presented, there is a non-trivial stationary equilibrium that

corresponds to a Nash equilibrium in pure strategies for

intermediaries.

All examples have the following structure: u(c) = ln(c+Q), and

f(k) = AK', with a = .3. Then the index of relative risk-aversion

is increasing if, and only if P>0. Also, we consider two values of

A, A=5 and A=10.

Under full information, the non-trivial steady state

equilibrium depends only on technological parameters: k e =

[A(1-a ))1/(1-a), which equals 5.987 for A=5 and 16.117 for A=10.

Under private information, non-trivial steady state equilibria

depend on the parameters ( A ,PH/PL,P) s well. We illustrate some of

the possibilities below.
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Example 1: A=10, pi=.2, pc=.9, 0=.5, A=.99. For this configuration

of parameters, g1 l-r 4)4/41 1 =.05, when evaluated at the steady state

equilibrium.

Example 2: Identical to example 1, except that 0=-.5. Then

g1±f".4/.1=-. 053 when evaluated at the steady state equilibrium.

Example 3: A=5, Pe-31	 0=-1.5, A=.25. For this economy,

k = 15.025, icL=4.443, and lic-i-(1-1.)it=7.088. Thus the average per

capita capital stock is higher under private than under full

information. In addition, w(k)=7.891 , yL=6.911, and 9L=6.731.

Therefore w(k)>yL >YL , which makes H-agents the richest individuals.

Example 4: Identical to example 3, except that 0=-1 and A=.4. Here

k=10.329, kL=4.302, Ak+(l-A)ict=6.713>k* , w(1)=7. 052, yt=7.894, and

21=5.081. For this economy, yL>w(k) >9L which makes successful L-

producers the richest individuals.

Suppose that for each of these economies we linearize (33) and

(35) in a neighborhood of the steady state, and let %and n 2 denote

the eigenvalues of the linearized system. Then for example 1,

1 1<-1<0<n 2<1 holds, while for examples 2 through 4, we have

0<n i<1<q 2 . For each example, the steady state is a saddle; orbits

starting on the stable manifold converge to this state

monotonically.
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F. National Debt

Suppose again that the outstanding stock of national debt is

zt*O. This default-free debt is perpetually refinanced while taxes

and government purchases remain at zero. In this case the

equilibrium condition (31) is replaced by

1.lst+1+(1-1)ktn = X.w(kt )+ (1-X) tPLY1*(1-pogio-zt	 (40)

so that savings equal investment plus the real value of national

debt at t. In addition, debt will have the same yield as sure bank

deposits, that is

z t±i/z t = rt+ 3. = f' (kt+1)	 (41)

If we substitute (32) into (40), we obtain

ikt+1+ (1-1)	 =	 (kt) + (1-A) (f (14.)-ktte (kt ) fr z t 	 (42)

Equations (34), (41), and (42) constitute the complete set of

equilibrium conditions which hold for all tzl.

If relative risk aversion is constant, equation (34) gives kt

as a function of kt alone. Then kl can be substituted out of (42),

leaving (41) and (42) as a pair of first-order difference

equations. However, if p'(c)00, then (34) can be implicitly solved

for )(t+% to yield equation (35), as before. In this event, (35),

(41), and (42) constitute a system of three non-linear first-order
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difference equations. Thus, as in section A, private information

complexities the equilibrium dynamics of the economy relative to

the situation under full information.

Fortunately, stationary equilibria are not all that different.

A steady state equilibrium with national debt satisfies f'(k) = 1.

Thus, if national debt is not zero, credit rationing does not

change capital accumulation by type-H agents, the steady state

interest rate, or type-H agents, the steady state interest rate, or

type-H agent utility. 11 Consequently, type-L agents bear all the

effects of private information. Moreover, since r(ki,)>f'(k) = 1,

type-L producers accumulate less capital than under full

information. Therefore, credit rationing reduces the steady

average per capita capital stock. This result conforms to standard

results in the development literature n about the consequences of

credit rationing on investment.

5 CREDIT RATIONING WITH RISK-NEUTRAL AGENTS

This section explores the effect of credit rationing on

capital accumulation in an economy inhabited by risk-neutral

individuals. As we know from sections 3 and 4, the rationing of

low-risk barrowers in this economy depends only on current business

conditions, not on anticipated ones. As a result, dynamical

equilibria satisfy a first-order difference equation in the

capital-labor ratio, both for publicly and for privately informed

economies.

Risk neutrality and, more generally, constant relative risk-
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aversion ensure that credit rationing does not lead to high-order

dynamics. The purpose of the examples in this section is to

explore a simpler issue: how does private information affect the

existence and asymptotic stability of steady states in a

neoclassical growth model? To formulate answers, we look at

economies with risk-neutral agents and three benchwork technologies

in which the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor

is, alternatively, zero, one and plus infinity.

The class of economies we study satisfies the accumulation

equation (33) and the self-selection condition (34) which is

considerably simplified by the assumption of risk neutrality. To

see how this is done, it is useful to go back to the self-selection

constraint in equation (22) and note that

V(D,R,r,2;pn) = fernaxotk,D (pH [2 (k) /PH -RD+r(D-k))

+(l-pli)r(D-K))
(43)

[ (r-paR)D+maxo ,ksp (f (k) -rk)

= 2 (r-pliFt)D+2 (k m ) -rkff)

where

= argmaxosksp ( (k) -rk)	 (44)

Adding subscripts back to equation (43), we may rewrite equation

(22) as
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rtnw(kt ) = rt+11(1-11/2/PL)rtDt+f(kH)-rtkii]

which implies

w ( kt) = (1-1311/PL ) rt.D1+f (kEti.)
	

(45)

If the maximizer kH is not constrained by the inequality ke s

then f'(4)=rt , which means f(kg)-r tk! = f(kt )-rtkt = w(kt) and, hence,

(45) is violated. Assume then that kl1=Dt, drop superscripts and

rewrite the self-selection constraint in the form

w(kt) = f(Dt )-yDtt (kb)	 (46)

where y=pri/pLE(0,1), DtgEot and rt=t (kt). Equation (46) implicitly

defines the credit ration, D t , of the low-risk borrower as a

function of the unrationed demand for capital by the high-risk

borrower and, hence, as a function of the deposit yield rt.

Equilibria consist of sequences (D t ,kt) that simultaneously

satisfy equations (33) and (46). To obtain those sequences, we

first "solve" equation (46) for Dt. Given y and kt , it is easy to

establish the existance of a well-behaved function d: 2,x(0,1)-24

such that Dt = d(kt ,y) satisfies (46). In particular, one shows

directly that d is continuously differentiable if the production

function is continuously differentiable; it is increasing in each

argument and such that
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d(k,y)E(0,k]	 for all	 ye[0,1]	 (47a)

d(k,l) = k	 (47b)

Having solved equation (46), we replace D t and Dt.+1 out of

equation (33) to obtain a scalar difference equation that describes

the evolution of the capital-labor ratio for the unconstrained

high-risk producer, viz.,

Akt-.2±(1-1)d(ktn, y ) = Aw(kt)
(48)

+(l74/4f(d(k"y))-f4(kOd(k"y)]

For each yE[0,1], this equation defines an increasing time map

= G(kt ) with the usual trivial steady state kt = 0. The map G

is readily seen to satisfy

limkt...„(kt+3kt) = 0	 (49a)

A positive steady state exists if we also have

	

limk.oGi (k)>1	 (49b)

Two illustrations below explore credit rationing in economies

with high elasticity of substitution between capital and labor.
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Example 5 (Perfect substitutes): Suppose f(k) = ak+b with a>0 and

b>0 being given constants. Then the wage rate is w(k) = b for all

k�0, and dynamical equilibria under public information satisfy

equation (14), i.e., k t = b for all t. Output per worker is yt =

(1+a)b for all t.

In the case of private information, the self-selection

constraint (46) is b = aD t+b-yDta where y = pa/pt . This one yields

Dt=0 and rations L-type borrowers out of the credit market

altogether. In this case, too, k t=b for all t, that is, unrationed

borrowers invest b, but average capital per worker is now Ab and

output per worker,

yt = (1+Aa)b < yt ,	 (50)

falls short of the public-information output.

Example 6 (Cobb-Douglas technology): Suppose f(k) = ku2 and

pa/pa'-y€[0,1). Then the public-information dynamics of this economy

is described by equation (14), viz., kt,1 = (1/2) ktu2 which possesses

one asymptotically stable, positive steady state at k" = 1/4.

Income per worker in the steady state is y" = 1/2.

Under private information, the self-selection constraint (46)

becomes (1/2) k'12 = Due- (y/2)Dku2 which reduces to

0(0/k) a 2(D/k) 1/2-yD/k = 1	 (51)
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Note that the function $(x) is continuous and increasing in the

interval (0,13, and such that $(0) = 0, 4(1) = 2-y>1. Therefore,

for each ye[0,1] there exists x(y) such that 4(x) = 1; it is easy
to check that x is increasing, with x(0) = 1/4 and x(1) = 1.

The accumulation condition (33) in this case becomes

= [A(1)/21/0	 (52a)

where

A(y) = (1-(1-y)x(y)3/(1+(1-1)x(y)3 	 (52b)

The difference equation (52a) has one asymptotically stable,

positive steady state k = [A(y)/2] 2 . Average capital per worker is

k = (A.÷(1-1)x(y)3A2(y)/4	 (53)

in the steady state, and average output per worker is

= (A(Y)/2)(14-(1-1)(x(Y))
	

(54)

This equation suggests that the steady-state output per worker in

the private information economy is a proper fraction. of the

corresponding output in the public information economy; the size of

that fraction depends. on the parameter y. In particular, let
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e (Y) a ir/Y* = A(Y)(A+(1-1)(X(Y))1")
	

(55)

Then 0(1) = 1: the two economies behave similarly if the adverse

selection problem is slight or non-existent. At the other extreme,

as y-0, x(y)-1/4, A(y)-3/(31+1), and

	

0(0) = 3(1+1)/2(1+21)
	

(55)

For values of A near one, 8(0) = 3/4 while for A = 1/2 we have

0(0) = 9/10. Private information reduces steady-state output per

capita anywhere from 10% to 25%. 	 Figure 3 illustrates the

comparative dynamics of public and private-information economies

for large A.

We conclude this section with a detailed example that

illustrates how private information affects the accumulation of

capital in an economy with risk-neutral agents and a fixed-

proportions technology. Accordingly, suppose that the intensive

production function is

	

f(k) = Amin(k,k) 	 (56)

where A>1 and k>0 are two given constants. In economies with non-

smooth technologies, we may derive the factor-price frontier from

the zero profit condition
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wt, = maxitto[ f (k) -rtk]	 (57)

where rt is both the interest factor and the rental rate of capital

if, as we have assumed up to this point, the depreciation rate for

physical capital is one.

Given the technology in equation (56), both factor prices are

positive if, and only if, for each t

0<rt<A	 (58)

Public information equilibria are straightforward here. If rt>A,

then

kt	argmaxtto ( f (k) -rtk]	 (59)

necessarily equals zero which implies wt = 0 from equation (57)

and, hence, kt41 = 0 as well. If rt = A, then wt = 0 for any

kt6(0,k] and, again, kt+1 = O.

The interesting case is rtE(0,A) for which (59) dictates k t =

k and, therefore, wt = (A-rt)k = ktu. Since rt6(0,A) is a free

parameter, this analysis suggests that kt = k is followed by a kt.p,

lying anywhere in the interval (0,Ak]. Figure 4(a) shows the

complete phase portrait of the public-information economy with one

trivial steady state and two positive states, k and Ak. Of these,

0 and Ak are stable: all trajectories starting in (0,k) converge

instantaneously to 0 while trajectories starting at any k1>k
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converge instantaneously to Ak."

For on economy with private information, we rewrite the self-

selection constraint (46) as

wt = f (Dt ) -yDtrt	(60)

and note from equation (59) that kt is any number in the interval

[0,k] if rt = A. In this case labor is a free input: wt = 0 from

equation (57) and Dt = 0 from the self-selection constraint (60).

Hence both Dtn and kv,1 must be zero from the accumulation relation

(48). In other words, rt = A implies that the average capital

stock per worker is litE[0,1k] at t and ktn = 0 at t+1. The line

segment (OA) in figure 5 represents the phase portrait of a

private-information economy in which rt = A.

Next we look at the case r t = O. Here equations (57) and (59)

lead to kt z k and wt = Ak; therefore the self-selection condition

(60) holds at Dt = k. The economywide capital-labor ratio is then

hi while L1 necessarily equals total saving, that is,

kt4.1 a lAi+(1-1)Ai = Ak 	 (61)

The horizontal line segment to the right of point B in Figure 5 is

the phase portrait of a private-information economy in which

capital is a free input.

The most interesting situation arises if r tE(0,A) and neither

input is free. Here we have lc, = k, wt = (A-rt ) k and a self-
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selection constraint that can be solved to yield

Dt = ke(rt )	 (62a)

where

0(r) E (A-r)/(A-yr)E(0,1) 	 (62b)

Economywide capital-labor ratios are

it = (1+(l-A)0(r)pc 	 (63a)

and

= ?il t (1-X) If (D t ) -rtpt]
= 1(A-xt)17+(l-1)(A-xt)Dt	 (63b)

= (A-rdit

Eliminating r t from equations (63a) and (63b), we obtain a first-
order difference equation in the economywide capital-labor ratio,

i.e.,

(1-y)Akcikt 	(l-A)k

which should hold for any k tE[Ak,k]. Equation (64) describes an
upward-sloped line connecting points A and 8 in Figure 5: it yields

(64)

i"t	 0 if kt = Ak, and it,.1 = Ak if it = k. The fixed point of
equation (64) is



k = Ik+(l-A)kfly+(1-y)A]<k

The private-information economy of Figure 5 has many things in

common with the public-information economy of Figure 4(a): it has
,

three steady states (0,k,Ak) two of which are stable stationary

equilibria of the public-information economy as well. The middle

state k, however, is smaller than the corresponding public-

information state k, and it is one that must claim our attention

for it represents a competitive equilibrium in which both factor

prices are positive.

One general message we , draw for the risk-neutrality examples

of this section is that, if idiosyncratic risks do not

significantly affect the saving patterns of households, then credit

rationing will have a broad tendency to lower capital formation and

income per head in the steady state.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has explored the influence of credit rationing on

economic growth by introducing adverse selection in an otherwise

standard neoclassical growth model and describing how the resulting

equilibria differ from what obtains when the credit market

functions in the ideal setting of public information. Our

objectives parallel those of Bewley (1986) and Woodford (1988) in

that we, too, seek to identify the impact of credit market

imperfections on dynamical behavior even though our method is

considerably different; we study a production economy with

44

(65)
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privately informed agents rather than a pure-exchange economy with

liquidity constrained agents.

In broadest outline, our results confirm those of Bewley and

Woodford. Private information in our model complexifies the

dynamics of competitive equilibria because it adds a state variable

that plays no role when the credit market is perfect: that variable

is the credit ration of low-risk borrowers in our model, real

currency balances in the work of Bewley and Woodford.

Credit rationing, and the underlying phenomenon of private

information, appear to influence the set of competitive equilibria

of a growing economy in a complex manner which we have not managed

to characterize in full. Just like pure-exchange economies,

neoclassical growth models without currency or national debt tend

to have lower stationary equilibrium interest rates if some

borrowers are rationed then they would without rationing. This

reduction in interest rates allows unrationed borrowers to invest

more than they otherwise would but rationed borrowers invest less;

the overall impact of credit rationing on the economywide capital

stock and steady-state output per worker is uncertain. Most of our

examples in section 5 show that private information lowers capital

formation and output.

Private information also has a pronounced effect on the

distribution of income. Economies with ex ante identical agents

who suffer from idiosyncratic risks will use the law of large

numbers to insure individual consumption and income from these

risks. If personal attributes are public information, insurance

■
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will be actuarially fair and ex ante identical agents will have

identical ex post incomes. Private information, however, will

result in incomplete insurance and, hence, in a distribution of

income that is skewed towards individuals who are favored by the

realized state of nature.

Economies with a positive amount of currency or a non-negative

amount of national debt have stationary interest rates that equal

the natural rate of growth independently of credit rationing. In

these stationary outside-money equilibria, credit rationing keeps

capital accumulation short of what it would have been under public

information. What we don't know is how credit rationing changes

the stability properties of steady states and how it is, in turn,

influenced by fiscal instruments such as taxes, government

purchases and the like.
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APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 1. 

[S(D,R.rt,rt+OP)]/P is a decreasing function of p iff

fiEtt)(')]/P	 f"[.(')).5.	 (A.1)

From equation (4), we have f'[.(-)/p > r t , so that a sufficient
condition for (A.1) is

	

f"(4)(' )1.5/rt s 1.	 (A.2)

A straightforward but rather tedious differentiation of

equation (4) establishes that (A.2) indeed holds.

B. Proof of Lemma 2. 

In order to prove this Lemma we need the following preliminary

result. Let yftl. and SI, denote the state-contingent income levels of
a type-H agent who takes a type-L contract and chooses a capital

stock optimally. Then

Yttl	 f kit! ) /Pe	 (rt IVIDL) + II

= rt(DI-4),

where )4 0	 rt/PL • rt • rtki ;1)e) • We claim that
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Claim 1: yltl > 91.	 (A.3)

To prove this claim, we note that (*, rt/p/) and (DEtr ,rdps) lie

on the same type-H agent indifference curve in figure 1. Therefore

	

Pau ( rtnYil )	 (1-pli) u ( rt+in = u rt.nw (kt)	 (A.5)

Then the result claimed in (A.3) follows if we show that S/ < w(kt)-

Now	 2-tr t [	 (	 , r t ,r t+i ; p H ) 3	 and	 w

4) MIL rt/PH, r t+ i ; PH) ] . Moreover, 4.>14., and ( Dil i rt/Pa) and (Di, rt/PL)

lie on the same type-H agent indifference curve. Therefore, the

proof of (A.3) is complete if we show that D-4,(D,R,rt,rtr1n1/2)

decreases as D and R fall along a given type-H indifference curve

(compare points H and L 1 in figure 1).

As D varies along a type-H agent indifference curve, the

change in D-4( • ) is given by

1-.1-.2[(2)tmeo]

This term is positive (as desired) if

1	 4:11442.

Using equation (4) to obtain .1 and $2,

into (A.6) gives the equivalent condition

(A.6)

and substituting the result

- f" (4) te (rt+ 111.) > 0,
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which is obviously true. This completes the proof of Claim 1.

We are now prepared to prove Lemma 2. To begin, we note that

equation (22) and the definition of the function g imply that

g(kt.„,kt) satisfies

V [g (k t+1 ,k t ) , V (k t ) /PL ,	 (kt ) ,	 ( kt .. 1 ) ;PHI

ute(kt ,. 3)w(kt )1 = U(r tnw(kt )1.	 •
(A.7)

To prove part (a), implicitly differentiate (A.7) with respect to

kt to obtain

g2 = r tnu t [r tnw (kt ) ]w' (k t ) - EV3 + (V2 /PL) f" (k t) /V 3 =

-f" (k t ) fr t+lui [r t+iy (k t ) ] k t +V3 + (V2 /pL) /Vi
(A.8)

Since V I (Dit. , rt/pL ,rt ,rtn;p11) > 0 (see figure 1), g2 > 0 iff

rtflus (rtflw(kt))kt-I-V3+V2/pi, > 0.	 (A.9)

From equation 17), however, we obtain

V3+V2/py = Pfirtil ( 1*.44) (4.+M)

(1-p0 ) rt.+1 (DI-4) u' (	 (Thillk) Dirtn u' (rt+IY11)
	 (A.10)

Therefore, condition (A.9) is equivalent to
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rtnu t 	(kb)) k t +i t+tif ( i t.137Th [PH (D-kn -

(pH/pL )Dt'+ (1-pd	 (rt,M') /u' (r t . iyn I >0.
(A.11)

Now, substituting (4) into (A.11), we have

ttiu' [r t„,y (k t ) kt-fx	 t.t.y.):) {pH (Dtt_ktii) -

(PH/PL )De'+ (13 1 -kei) W (kr) ir t -PH ) 1 > 0
(A.12)

as a necessary and sufficient condition for g2>0. Moreover, by

claim 1, yI > Vti . Therefore, says equation (4), f' (4) > rt , and the

left-hand side of equation (A.12) exceeds

rtnia' Irttly (k t)7 kt +r ttiu ' ( r tnYn I (PL-pH ) /Pt ] pt.

(rt+1.4)1c.

However, this term is positive, since y l:>w(kt ) and kt>41(kt>KI

follows from kt = (DI!, rtipll , rt , rt+1 ; pa) > (13t, rt/p/ , rt , rt+i ;pH ) = 4,
and the fact that 4 and e 2 are both positive).	 ■

We now prove part (b) of Lemma 2. Differentiating equation

(A.7) , we obtain

g1={1-11 frtn,w (ct) w (kt) r (kt.i) -V4 (*) fi (kt.i) 	 •
	 (A.13)

Since V1 > 0, as before, gl is opposite in sign to the term
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[r tnw (kt ) w (kt ) -V4 = w (k t ) us [r t+tw (K t )] -

PO:1-11 ( r t.2.14) - (1-pa )	 (r,..1/i1)	 C 114,11,w (k t ) I ,
(A.14)

where V4 is obtained by differentiating equation (7)

We now make two observations. First ((w(kt),w(kt)04(kt)] = 0,

and second

pHu (r tnyt") + (1-pH ) u ir t.,)>n	 u [r c .,w (kt)]•	 (A.15)

If we regard (A.15) as defining yt as a function of ya and w(kt),

say rt' = 6[y/,w(kt)), then gl is opposite in sign to

C[A. 0 (111 w ( kt.)),w(kt)]	 E[Yt'fw(kt.)]-

Claim 1 implies that ya > w(kt ).	 Thus q1 is positive

(respectively negative) if t is everywhere decreasing (increasing)

in its first argument. It is straightforward to show that

E =	 (rtnYD CP (rt.IA) -P (r t+ in) 7

where we recall that p(c) s -cum(c)/u/(c). Since yH > y/tIA, is

positive (respectively, negative) if relative risk aversion is

increasing (respectively, decreasing). Thus g 1 is positive

(negative) if relative risk aversion is decreasing (increasing).■

C. Proof of Proposition 1. 

The proof is by contradiction. We note first that f'(k) = r

< f s (kL), so that k >•%. Then suppose that k 5 kdr . From equation
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(36) and the fact that k-w(k) s 0 for all k s k * (see figure 2), we

obtain

(1-1)(f(k)-kr(k)-kii = Wi-w(k)] s 0	 (A.16)

But then kL a f(k)-filf i (k) > f (k)- 117.e ( iL) = w(k), implying that

> k* . This contradicts i > kL , as desired.	 ■
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FOOTNOTES

1. For an investigation of how measures of financial market

distortions correlate with U.S. investment behavior, see

Gertler, Hubbard and Kashyap (1990).

2. With the exception of the initial middle-aged generation,

which is endowed with some initial capital, as described in

footnote 5.

3. Recall that each self-employed agent is endowed with one unit

of labor. Thus kt is this producer's capital-labor ratio.

4. Smoothness assumptions are dropped in section 5.

5. At t=0 we must regard yo and Yt, as initial conditions. Then

the time-zero equilibrium condition is k1 = tpaloi+ i-pro A3+

(1-n[pLy10-1-(1-pL )ro3. Note that this amounts to taking k 1 as an

initial condition.

6. The positive steady state exists if w(k) is continuously

differentiable, and satisfies limw'(k)>1; see Galor and Ryder
k-O

(1989). Uniqueness is guaranteed by assuming that w(k) is

concave;see section 5 for an example of multiple positive

steady states.

7. The stability properties of the outside-money equilibrium are

discussed in Tirole (1985) and Azariadis (1991), ch. 1G.

8. We also assume that intermediary owners cannot lend to

themselves. This assumption serves only to simplify notation.

An alternative assumption that would do the job is that only

middle-aged or old agents can establish an intermediary. This

could be accomplished by requiring intermediaries to have some
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capital, which young individuals cannot raise in advance.

9. Below we display examples where Az.25 is sufficient at a

steady state equilibrium.

10. See, for instance, Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976).

11. For example, if f(k) = AK*, the function 1(k) is increasing

(decreasing) if a exceeds (is less than) 1/2.

12. Analogous results are obtained by Azariadis and Smith (1991)

for a pure exchange economy with national debt.

13. See Beneivenga and Smith (1991) for an overview of some of

this literature.

14. The phase portrait of Figure 4(a) is generic in the space of

CES production functions; if the Leontieff technology is

replaced with another that has a small positive elasticity of

substitution, the qualitative properties of dynamical

equilibria are well described by the similar-looking phase

portrait in Figure 4(b).
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